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2 SLICE BREAD TOASTER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Toaster Specifications:  

Output per hour: 65 slices 

Loading: 1250 watts, 120V 

Dimensions & weight: 10” x 8” x 9"   7.7 lbs 

CUL and NSF Approved  

Insulated Steel body 

 

Master Box: 1 unit (Pallet Quantity: 96) 

Box Dimensions: 12” x 10” x 9.5" 

Box Weight: 8.5 lbs 

  

Dualit’s NewGen toaster offers all the styling and functionality you would 

expect from a Dualit toaster, along with the additional features of a 

defrost setting for frozen bread and the option to toast buns and bagels. 

The selector control allows you to heat either one or both slots. 
Designed for commercial use, the toaster is hand assembled in England 

and built to last, with an insulated stainless-steel body, variable controls 

and automatic turnoff. With extra wide 28mm slots to accommodate a 

Sandwich Cage and the award winning ProHeat elements, a patented 

design which increases toasting efficiency & element longevity, every 
toaster has a removable crumb tray and an adjustable rear foot. The 

Sandwich Cage, which has a built in drip tray, can be purchased as an 

optional accessory.  Dualit NewGen 2 slot toaster comes in the following 

varieties of color options: Chrome, Copper, Brass and Apple Candy Red, 

and more color choices. 
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 New Generation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 SLICE BREAD TOASTER 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Product Specification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toaster Specifications: 

Output per hour: 130 slices 

Loading: 1800 watts, 120V 

Dimensions & weight: 14” x 8” x 9"   9.4 lbs 

CUL and NSF Approved  

Insulated Steel body 

 

Master Box: 1 unit (Pallet Quantity: 80) 

Box Dimensions: 16” x 10” x 9.5" 

Box Weight: 10 lbs 

  
 

 

The NewGen toaster offers all the styling and functionality you would 

expect from a Dualit toaster, along with the additional features of a 
defrost setting for frozen bread and the option to toast buns and bagels. 

The selector control allows you to heat either one or both slots. 

Designed for commercial use, the toaster is hand assembled in England 

and built to last, with an insulated stainless-steel body, variable controls 

and automatic turnoff. With extra wide 28mm slots to accommodate a 
Sandwich Cage and the award winning ProHeat elements, a patented 

design which increases toasting efficiency & element longevity, every 

toaster has a removable crumb tray and an adjustable rear foot. The 

Sandwich Cage, which has a built in drip tray, can be purchased as an 
optional accessory.  Dualit NewGen 4 slot toaster comes in the following 

varieties of color options: Chrome, Copper, Brass and Apple Candy Red 

and many more color choices. 
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Additional features include: 

 Constant 15 Bar pump pressure (substantially above the minimum requirement of 9 bars nec 

  

  

 

 

 
 

 

Product Specification 

Capacity: 1 sandwich 

Dimensions: 12” x 6” x 1.75” 

Weight:  8 oz 

Materials: steel 

Unit Carton Information: 

# of units: 10 (Pallet Quantity: 720) 

Dimensions: 17.5” x 12.5” x 6.5” 

Weight 12lbs 

UPC Codes: 

    Sandwich Cage: 6 19743 00499 4 

    Warming Rack:  6 19743 01738 3  

 
 

The Dualit Classic Toaster combines simplicity and sophistication 
perfectly. With extra wide 28mm slots to accommodate a Sandwich 

Cage and the award winning ProHeat elements, a patented design which 

increases toasting efficiency & element longevity, every toaster has a 

removable crumb tray and an adjustable rear foot. The Warming Rack 
is adjustable to work with any of the Dualit Classic Toasters and is 

exceptionally useful for warming items up with out having to put them 

into the toaster itself. The sandwich cage which has a built in drip tray, 

can be purchased as an accessory. DUALIT worldwide sells one sandwich 

cage and a warming rack with every toaster sold. 

SANDWICH CAGE & WARMING RACK 

Dualit North America 
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Classic Kettle  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

Product Specification 
Power: 1500W, 60Hz, 120 US Volt 

Unit size & weight: 9.3” x 6.1” x 11.1”, 3.5 lbs 
Gift box dimensions: 9.4” x 8.4” x 13”, 4.6 lbs 

Model 72836  Copper Panels   UPC Code: 619743728364 

Model 72837  Polished Panels  UPC Code: 619743728371 
 

Master Pack:  4 units per pack. 
Dimensions: 9.5” x 18.1” x 27.8” 

Weight per pack: 21.4 lbs. 
40’ container = 1,620 pcs. 

 

The Classic Kettle with its timeless Dualit design includes 

multiple patented features such as the Whisper Boil™ 
technology that drastically reduces unwanted boiling 

noise. It’s cordless base and sturdy large handle makes 
it easy and comfortable to use and clean. The Dualit 

Classic Kettle is available in a selection of finishes – 
outfitted with Polished or Copper color panels. Two 

measuring windows with cup level and liter indicators 
help you to boil only the amount of water required from 

one cup to 1.7 liters. Coordinates perfectly with the 
Dualit NewGen Classic Toasters. 

 
• Patented award winning Whisper BoilTM function 

• Patented anti wobble feet for increased stability on 
work surfaces while boiling 

• The precision engineered non-drip spout prevents 

water dripping onto your kettle or work surface 
• Designed and engineered in the UK 

• Ergonomic silicon grip handle. High quality 
stainless steel with a silicon grip for comfort 

• Durable hinged lid for our trademark longevity and 
reliability, with heatproof ring and finger guard 

• Integral cord storage and Dual windows 
• Removable, washable limescale filter 

• Cordless Operation with 360° swivel base 
• Boil-dry safety cut-off 

• More on www.dualit.com/products/classic-kettle 

Dualit North America 
P.O. Box 669307 

Marietta, GA USA 30066 
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Domus 2-Slice Toaster  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• Polished body with porcelain color finishes  

• Fast, powerful toasting heat elements 

• 9 level sliding browning control 
• Easy to use LED illuminated buttons 

• Smart Defrost function with a touch of a button 
• Bagel setting to toast one side and warm the other 

• High lift mechanism to remove small items easily 
• Removable crumb tray and integral cord storage 

• BPA free high quality materials 
• Designed and engineered in UK. 

 

Product Specification 

Model: 26631  UPC: 619743266316 
Power: 1200W, 120 US Volt 

Unit size & weight: 7.3” x 11.5” x 8.1”, 4.7 lbs 
Gift box dimensions: 9.6” x 14” x 8.7”, 6.4 lbs 

40’ container = 2,720 pcs. 
 

Master Pack:  4 units per pack. 
Dimensions: 19.7” x 17.7” x 15” 

Weight per pack: 27.6 lbs.  

The sleek and sophisticated Domus toaster 

comes with features that perfect your toasting 
experience. The extra wide and deep slots 

accommodate even large slices of bread of up to 
5 ½” long, including 'toastie' style loaves with 

elements that produce golden brown toast right 
up to the edges!  With Dualit's patented Perfect 

Toast Technology each variable in the toaster is 
calculated, from the temperature of the room and 

the toaster, to how many slices the product has 
toasted or how long it has had to cool. The 

patented Peek & Pop® function makes burnt 
toast a thing of the past, by allowing you to lift 

the bread with the eject lever while toasting and 
then drop it back down, without interrupting the 

toasting cycle and giving greater browning 

control. Dualit Domus toaster provides smart 
features and quality in a beautiful design. 
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Domus 4-Slice Toaster  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• Independent 2 or 4 slot selector and controls 

• Polished body with porcelain color finishes  

• Fast, powerful toasting heat elements  
• 9 level sliding browning control 

• Easy to use LED illuminated buttons 
• Smart Defrost function with a touch of a button 

• Bagel setting to toast one side and warm the other 
• High lift mechanism to remove small items easily 

• Removable crumb tray and integral cord storage 
• BPA free high quality materials 

• Designed and engineered in UK. 
 

Product Specification 
Model: 46631  UPC: 619743466310 

Power: 1800W, 120 US Volt 
Unit size & weight: 11.5” x 11.7” x 8.1”, 7.5 lbs 

Gift box dimensions: 13.1” x 14” x 9.6”, 9.7 lbs 
40’ container = 1,800 pcs. 

 
Master Pack:  2 units per pack. 

Dimensions: 19.7” x 13.4” x 15” 
Weight per pack: 20.1 lbs. 

The sleek and sophisticated Domus toaster 

comes with features that perfect your toasting 
experience. The extra wide and deep slots 

accommodate even large slices of bread of up to 
5 ½” long, including 'toastie' style loaves with 

elements that produce golden brown toast right 
up to the edges!  With Dualit's patented Perfect 

Toast Technology each variable in the toaster is 
calculated, from the temperature of the room and 

the toaster, to how many slices the product has 
toasted or how long it has had to cool. The 

patented Peek & Pop® function makes burnt 
toast a thing of the past, by allowing you to lift 

the bread with the eject lever while toasting and 
then drop it back down, without interrupting the 

toasting cycle and giving greater browning 

control. Dualit Domus toaster provides smart 
features and quality in a beautiful design. 
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Design Series Kettle 
 

Everything about Dualit's Design Series 

Kettle is cool and collected. It's quiet, it's 
quick and it's got a whole new look. 

Resilient and stylish, our Design Series 
Kettle makes boiling water an art form.   

 
 Pure Pour Spout with filter: unique 

smooth pouring with action prevents any 
water from dripping on to your kettle or 

work surface and removing any lime 

scale in the process. 
 Illuminated Window: our water-level 

indicator window lights up a deliciously 
cool blue whilst boiling. 

 Interchangeable panels: with a wide variety of colors and designs, the 
Design Series kettle can be modified to suit your lifestyle. 

 Rapid boil: our powerful 1200W element brings water to boiling point super-fast. 
 1.5L capacity: a versatile mid-size between catering for families and still 

being handy for a quick cup. 
  Push button lid: keep your hands safe from steam with our simple push 

button lid – you don’t need to touch the lid to open it. 
 Cup level indicators: the cup levels marked on our indicator window means 

there’s never any need to over boil. 
 Comes with the following variety of color panel options: 

      
 

 

Product Specification 

Model Color: Black & Stainless Steel 

Model number: 72955 

UPC: 619743729552 

Loading: 1200 watt, 110 US Volt 

Unit dimensions: 9.1 x 6.1 x 9.7 inches  

Unit weight: 3.1 lbs 
Dualit North America 
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  Design Series   

  2-Slice Toaster 
 

Design Series Toasters from Dualit 

combine ergonomics and aesthetics in a 

brand new way. With our trademark 
longevity and functionality, you'll be 

toasting what you like, how you like it. 
The toaster not only boasts a 

contemporary industrial-inspired look with 
clean, smooth curves but benefits from 

intuitive and reliable functionality. Each Design Series toaster features panels 
that can be changed by the user - a truly unique and imaginative development. 

 
 Commercial grade elements: this is a pop-up toaster with elements that 

work hard enough to keep up in a commercial kitchen at home, office or a 
restaurant. 

 Interchangeable panels: with a wide variety of colors and designs, the 
Design Series can be modified to suit changing tastes. 

 Peek & Pop® function: unique to Dualit, this feature allows you to check on 

your bread without stopping it toasting. 
 Pure geometric lines: this toaster’s form is mathematically harmonious - it 

echoes the fact that geometry is vital to design and build. 
 Extra wide slots: for chunky bread and more – combine with our sandwich 

cage accessory and no job is too tough. 
 Bagel and bun warming facility: allows the option of toasting both sides or if 

you prefer just to crisp the insides of your bagel or bun. 
 Defrost function: a better crunch as you won’t need to rely on toasting 

straight when the bread or bagel is frozen. 
 Comes with the following variety of color panel options: 

      
 

Product Specification 

Model: Black and Stainless Steel 

Model number: 26555 

UPC: 619743265555 

Toasting capacity: 60 slices per hour 

Loading: 1200 watt, 110 US Volt 

Unit dimensions: 11.5 x 6.7 x 8.1 inches  

Unit weight: 4.4 lbs 
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Design Series   

4-Slice Toaster 
 

All new Design Series 4 slot toasters 

from Dualit combine ergonomics and 

aesthetics in a brand new way. With 
our trademark longevity and 

functionality, you'll be toasting what 
you like, how you like it. The toaster 

not only boasts a contemporary 
industrial-inspired look with clean, smooth curves but benefits from intuitive and 

reliable functionality. Each Design Series toaster features panels that can be changed 
by the user - a truly unique and imaginative development. 

 
 Commercial grade elements: this is a pop-up toaster with elements that 

work hard enough to keep up in a commercial kitchen at home, office or a 
restaurant. 

 Interchangeable panels: with a wide variety of colors and designs, the 
Design Series can be modified to suit changing tastes. 

 Peek & Pop® function: unique to Dualit, this feature allows you to check on 

your bread without stopping it toasting. 
 Pure geometric lines: this toaster’s form is mathematically harmonious, it 

echoes the fact that geometry is vital to design and build. 
 Extra wide slots: for chunky bread and more – combine with our sandwich 

cage accessory and no job is too tough. 
 Bagel and bun warming facility: allows the option of toasting both sides or if 

you prefer just to crisp the insides of your bagel or bun. 
 Defrost function: a better crunch as you won’t need to rely on toasting 

straight when the bread or bagel is frozen. 
 Comes with the following variety of color panel options: 

      
 

Product Specification 

Model: Black & Stainless Steel 

Model Number: 46555 

UPC:  619743465559  

Toasting capacity: 120 slices per hour 

Loading: 1800 watt, 110 US Volt 

Unit dimensions: 11 x 11.5 x 8.1 inches  

Unit weight: 7 lbs 
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Studio 2-Slice Toaster 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Product Features 
 

 Contemporary design with both gloss and textured matt finishes
 Bagel button allows you to crisp just the insides of your bagel or bun

 Defrost button for toasting frozen bread
 Individual, easy to read browning control for each pair of slots

 9 levels of browning control with additional settings between levels
 Integrated cord storage and Removable crumb tray

 Patented safety features and BPA Free
 Designed and engineered in the UK  

Product Specification 

Operating power: 1000 - 1200 watt, 110 US Volt 
Unit dimensions and weight: 7x10.7x7.8 inches, 3.3 lbs  

Gift Box dimensions and weight: 8.5x14x9.5 inches, 5 lbs  
Master Box dimensions and weight: 18x19.5x15 inches, 22 lbs 
Black/Silver Model: 26430    UPC 619743264305  

White/Gray Model: 26432     UPC 619743264329 

 
 

Dualit Studio Collection items include a matching Kettle 
 

 

Dualit has been designing toasters since 1945 and 
know what it takes to make good toast. The new 

Studio by Dualit™ Toaster does exactly what it 

needs to, but with great style and at an attractive 
price point. Crunchy, golden brown toast made in a 

toaster that in addition to being functional and easy 
to use, will appeal to those who desire the most on-

trend appliances in their kitchen. Comes in either of 
two color options:  Black/Silver or White/Gray   
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                                                     Studio 4-Slice Toaster 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Product Features 
 

 Contemporary design with both gloss and textured matt finishes

 Bagel button allows you to crisp just the insides of your bagel or bun
 Defrost button for toasting frozen bread

 Individual, easy to read browning control for each pair of slots
 9 levels of browning control with additional settings between levels

 Integrated cord storage and Removable crumb tray
 Patented safety features and BPA Free

 Designed and engineered in the UK  
Product Specification 
Operating power: 1900 - 2250 watt, 110 US Volt 

Unit dimensions and weight: 11.5x10.7x7.8 inches,   5.5 lbs 

Gift Box dimensions and weight: 13.5x14x9.5 inches, 8 lbs  
Master Box dimensions and weight: 14x19.5x15 inches,  17.5 lbs  
Black/Silver Model: 46430    UPC 619743464309  
White/Gray Model: 46432     UPC 619743464323 

 

 
Dualit Studio Collection items include a matching Kettle 

 

 

Dualit has been designing toasters since 
1945 and know what it takes to make good 

toast. The new Studio by Dualit™ Toaster 
does exactly what it needs to, but with 

great style and at an attractive price point. 
Crunchy, golden brown toast made in a 

toaster that in addition to being functional 

and easy to use, will appeal to those who 
desire the most on-trend appliances in their 

kitchen. Comes in either of two color 
options:  Black/Silver or White/Gray   
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                                                       Studio 1.5 Liter Kettle 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Features 
 

 Patented Sure Pour™ technology

 Precision engineered non-drip spout
 Measuring windows in both cups and liters

 1.5 liter capacity in a complete PBA free design 

 Spring loaded hinged lid

 Removable, washable lime scale filter
 Patented anti-wobble feet

 Cordless operation with 360° swivel base 
 

Product Specification 

Operating power: 1500 watt, 120 US Volt 
Gift Box dimensions and weight: 8.4x8.4x10.7 inches,  3.6 lbs  

Master Box dimensions and weight: 17.3x22.2x9 inches, 16.3 lbs  
Black/Silver Model: 72140    UPC 619743721402 
White/Gray Model: 72142     UPC 619743721426 

 
Dualit Studio Collection items include matching toasters 

 

 
 

The Studio by Dualit™ Kettle features 

revolutionary, patented Sure Pour™, which not 

only features a precision engineered, non-drip 
spout, but provides the user with the easiest of 

pours due to its low pouring angle, easy-grip 
handle and lightweight construction. Stylish 

enough to appeal to those who need to have the 
most on-trend appliances in their kitchen yet 

functional enough to appeal to those who need a 
kettle that is easy-to-use and reliable. 

Contemporary, Micro-Textured Design - sleek, 
gloss finish frames a micro-textured, dotted 

pattern for eye-catching contrast. The Studio by 
Dualit™ Kettle epitomizes current trends in 

kitchen interiors.  
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 Cordless Jug Kettle 
 

The Dualit Cordless Jug Kettle 

combines style and durability in 

polished stainless still.  Designed 

and developed in the UK the Kettle 

is fitted with rapid boil concealed 
element, heat proof handles and an 

oversized non-drip spout.  The lid 

has a large heatproof ball knob with 

finger guards. This Cordless Jug 

Kettle is fitted with removable laser 

cut lime scale filter and has a large 

water indicator on both sides.  The 
convenient and user-friendly axis 

kettle can be easily placed on its 

base at any rotary angle that is 

stationed on non-slip robber feet.   
 
 

Product Specification 
Capacity: 1.5 liters, 12 cup capacity 

Output per hour: 14 liters 

Loading: 1500 watts 

Dimensions: 10” x 7” x 9” 

Weight: 2.9 lbs 

 

Chrome 120V Kettle UPC Code: 619743724601 

Unit Carton Information: 

# of units: 4 (Pallet Quantity: 144) 

Dimensions: 17” x 17” x 11”  

Weight: 12 lbs 
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                  Hand Mixer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Product Features 

• Heavy Duty 300 watt Commercial quality Motor  

• Four Speed settings with rotational speed of 540 rpm to 1200 rpm 

• Beater Ejector Unit with tough-hold yet effortless release valve system 

• High torque performance with seamlessly quiet operation 

• Perform multiple operations with easy thanks to the included balloon 

whisk, the flat beaters and dough hooks. 

• Unique retractable power cord storage  

• Commercial certificate & UL Approved 

• Outfitted in beautiful Chrome finish 

 

 

Product Specification 

Loading: 300 watts, 120V 

Individual Dimensions: 8.5 x 4.5 x 9.5 inches 

Weight: 2.87 lbs 

Master Pack of 6 units: 14x14x10 inches, 21 lbs. 

Chrome Color UPC code:  619743885203 
 

The Dualit Hand Mixer has been designed for 
both commercial and home use and comes with 

a professional heavy-duty 300 watt power 

motor.  On top of the solid ingenuity, this four 

speed mixer stands out from the crowd with its 

unique manually retractable power cord which 
cleverly winds into the rear cap end, ensuring 

easy and tidy storage at all times.  The mixer 

comes with a balloon whisk, two oversized flat 

beaters, and dough hooks. 
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 Professional Hand Blender Kit 
 

 

 

 

 

Additional features include: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Features 

• Powerful Heavy Duty  450 Watt DC Motor  

• Smart ergonomic design with convenient grip 

• Variable Speed Control 9000 rpm to 16000 rpm 

and a Turbo function for even quicker chopping, 

purifying and liquidizing power 

• Detachable blending stick for easy cleaning 

• Stainless steel wand and smart 6 blade design 

• To speed up your prep time and add to the 

variety of cooking projects with ease, this Kit 

includes the Mini Chopping Bowl with lid and 

chopping blade along with the non-slip ring and 

the shatter proof Tritan measuring beaker. 

• Model DHB2  polished chrome finish 
 

Specifications 

Model: 88880        UPC: 619743888808 

Loading: 450 watts,  120V US 

Unit: 2.5 x 4.9 x 14.9 inches 

Gift box: 4.9 x 13.1 x 12.2 inches,  4.5 lbs 

Master pack: 25.1 x 13.9 x 16 inches,  31.2 lbs 

Units per master pack: 6 

 

This Dualit Professional Hand Blender stands out 
from the rest by it’s amazing power and 

performance - robust, compact yet versatile 

kitchen necessity easily fits into your hand for 

powerful blending, chopping, grinding, purifying 
and liquidizing! Additionally it includes a complete 

chopping container that attaches to the blender for 

even more functionality. Comes also with the 

stainless steel balloon whisk and shatter proof 

Tritan measuring beaker to enhance preparations. 
Easy to use, one hand operation. Modern design in 
a beautiful chrome housing. 
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4-in-1 Espresso Coffee Machine 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Specification 
Power: 1250W, 120 US Volt 
Unit size & weight: 12.2” x 9.3” x 10.2”, 12.4 lbs 
Gift box dimensions: 14.5” x 11.2” x 12.4” , 16.9 lbs 
Model Number: 84460    UPC Code: 619743844606 
 
Master Pack Information:  2 units per master pack. 
Dimensions: 15.6” x 13.6” x 23.4” 
Weight per pack: 35.8 lbs. 
40’ container = 1,600 pcs. 

The groundbreaking 4in1 Coffee Machine makes you 
an at-home barista - producing coffee shop quality 
lattes, cappuccinos, espressos, and tea from your very 
own kitchen! Unique to the market, the machine offers 
four serving options, from quick-fix Dualit NX coffee 
capsules (Nespresso compatible), Dualit Fine Tea 
capsules, ESE espresso pods to luxurious ground 
coffee. With patented Pure Pour technology, coffee 
lovers become instant baristas. Comes with bonus 
accessory to pierce Nespresso capsules, which can 
effectively be used with this machine. Watch the 
smooth streams of professional quality coffee create 
taste sensations for your coffee catch-ups with friends. 
   

• 4in1 functionality - suitable for Dualit NX coffee 
capsules, Dualit Fine tea capsules, ESE espresso 
pods and ground coffee. 

• Powerful 1250 watt performance machine 
• 15 Bar pump - ideal pressure for perfect crèma 
• 1.5 L removable extra-large water tank 
• Ultra-fast on demand thermo block water heating   
• Automatic purge: instantly cools to optimum 

coffee temperature  
• Fast 40 second warm up:  cold to ready-to-go 
• Extra high clearance for larger cups and mugs 
• Drip tray with non-slip mat: smart pop-up 

indicator reminds you when the drip tray is full 
• Convenient cup warming plate on top 
• Heavy duty polished stainless steel and 

aluminum chassis - all in an easy to use design. 
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Black Steel Milk Frother 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Product Specification 
Power: 460W, 120 US Volt 
Unit size & weight: 6.6” x 4.7” x 7.7”, 1.92 lbs 
Gift box dimensions: 8.2” 6.1 x 8.6” x 7.2” , 2.6 lbs 
Model Number: 84175 
UPC Code: 619743841759 
 
Master Pack Information: 
    40’ container = 7,440 pcs. 

Units per pack: 6 (Pallet Quantity: 98) 
Dimensions: 18.7” x 17.8” x 8.9” 
Weight: 17.8 lbs. 

Dualit's Black Steel Milk Frother offers sleek styling and 
patented frothing functionality. Taking pride of place as 
the barista's secret weapon, Dualit's Milk Frother offers 
you the professional finishing touch for your lattes, 
cappuccinos, hot chocolates or chilled milkshake. The 
fresh and fast froth is now a reality in your kitchen's 
very own coffee shop – hot or cold, frothy or smooth. It 
can even bring an indulgent twist to everyday instant 
coffee. Flawless in form and function - with cordless 
convenience your Dualit Milk Frother can be taken 
straight to the table. 
   

• Easily make hot froth or cold froth as well as heat 
up your milk – within 2 minutes with a simple 
touch of a button 

• 460 watt efficient, quiet and reliable performance 
• Large convenient capacities: 6.8 ounces of hot or 

cold froth, and 10.8 ounces of heated milk 
• Convenient cordless jug and smart agronomic 

design featuring sealed drive, non-stick coating, 
drip free spout, slip proof rubber feet and the user 
friendly whisk attachment 

• Easy one button operation with auto shut-off and 
LED indicator light 

• Perfect for making a latté, cappuccino, hot 
chocolate, milkshakes or simply livening up an 
instant coffee 

Quickly make a 
variety of special 

 hot & cold beverages 
in your own kitchen 

Dualit North America 

P.O. Box 669307 
Marietta, GA USA 30066 
Tel. 770.509.3006 
info@dualitna.com 
www.DualitNA.com 



  

 
 

 
 

Barista Coffee Kit 
 

 

The essential accessories to 

help budding baristas make 
their drinks ‘just so’!  Use the 

stainless steel Dualit milk 
frothing jug that holds up to 

13.5 ounces of cream, the 
Shaker for chocolate and the 

thermo-meter to create and 
impress with your own 'Latte 

Art'. This Barista Coffee Kit is 
made from shiny stainless steel, 

in an easy to hold attractive 
design. Jug and shaker are 

dishwasher safe. The set 
comprises a chocolate shaker, a 400ml jug that’s great for frothing milk or mixing 

hot chocolate, and a thermometer to ensure milk is perfectly heated. The 

Thermometer is equipped with a clip that allows easy attachment to a cup or 
frothing jug. Everything you need to add perfection and fun in making your favorite 

coffee beverage.   The Dualit Barista Coffee Kit is a great gift for any coffee lover. 
   

 

Product Specification 

Material:  Stainless Steel 
Gift box dimensions: 4.3”x4.3”x5.5”    

Gift box weight:  0.44 lbs 
Model Number: 85100 

UPC Code: 619743851000 

 
Master Pack Information: 

Units per pack: 40 
Dimensions: 22.4”x18.9”x17.3” 

Weight: 40.1 lbs. 
Dualit North America 
P.O. Box 669307 

Marietta, GA USA 30066 
Tel. 770.509.3006 

info@dualitna.com 

www.DualitNA.comd 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 DUALIT ORIGINS & NX Café Capsules - Nespresso® compatible 

  (Nespresso trademark is owned by Societe des Produits Nestlé S.A.)  

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

ORIGINS Indian Monsoon - Treacle & dark cocoa. 

Complex of three distinct Indian coffees exposed to rain 

drenched winds to create a unique intense bold flavor 

with creamy smooth body and low acidity.    

Item 15690    UPC: 619743156907  
 

ORIGINS Sumatra Mandheling - Indonesian  

Rich & full bodied with bold tropical fruits. Sourced from 

diverse communities in the Gayo Highlands, Sumatra. 

Item 15691  UPC: 619743156914 

    
  

NX INTENSE ESPRESSO – Rich and Intense.  Strength: 10 

The finest Central and South American Arabica, paired with exotic 

African Robusta and Arabica - for a rich, indulgent flavor. 

Pack of 60 Dualit NX capsules. 

Model: 15700  UPC: 619743157003 

 

 

NX CLASSIC ESPRESSO – Rich, Smooth and Sweet.    

Strength: 9 Selection of the very best Central and   

South American Arabica - for a fine yet warm 

character.  Pack of 60 Dualit NX capsules. 

Model: 15701  UPC: 619743157010 
 

 

 

                       

NX LUNGO AMERICANO – Long and Rich.   

Strength: 7  Central and South American Arabica, 

enhanced with a splash of African Robusta for a 

well-developed and rounded character.  

Pack of 60 Dualit NX capsules. 

Model: 15702  UPC: 619743157027 
 

 

  

 

DUALIT NX DECAF ESPRESSO – Espresso with hints 

of Toast.  Strength: 3   Central and South American 

Arabica and Robusta, decaffeinated through 

mountain spring water - for a delicate yet 

                         sophisticated taste. Pack of 60 Dualit NX capsules. 

                         Model: 15704     UPC: 619743157041 
  

 

 

  

 

Dualit fresh roasted coffee in a convenience of a clean and easy to use capsules. Take a trip 
around the world with this exceptional collection of Dualit coffees. High quality beans are 
carefully selected from the finest coffee producing regions in the world. Each single origin 

coffee displays distinctive regional characteristics, each is at max strength and flavor. 
Dualit NX and Nespresso® compatible, the NX Capsule holds only the finest blends. Every 

NX capsule is an individually wrapped and sealed masterpiece of flavor, character and just-
roasted taste. Choose your favorite, unlock the aroma, and enjoy. Each flavor comes in a 

pack of 60 NX capsules (6 boxes of 10 capsules each). 
 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 FINE ENGLISH TEA CAPSULES - Nespresso® compatible 

  (Nespresso trademark is owned by Societe des Produits Nestlé S.A.)  

 
 
 
 
 

ENGLISH BREAKFAST FINE TEA CAPSULES  
Exceptionally Luxurious & Smooth 
Hand plucked unique blend from the highlands alongside the East 
African Rift Valley. Awaken your senses with its bright golden colour 
and sunshine taste. 
Quantity: 6 boxes of 10 capsules each = 60 capsule pack 
Item: 15880   UPC Code: 619743158802 
 
EARL GRAY FINE TEA CAPSULES 
Elegant & Refreshing 
We have taken this quintessential tea and redeveloped it for the 21st 
Century to give it an unbelievable taste. The distinctive qualities of 
this premium black tea delicately flavored with aromatic bergamot are 
enhanced by advanced capsule technology. 
Quantity: 6 boxes of 10 capsules each = 60 capsule pack 
Item: 15881   UPC Code: 619743158819 
  
PEPPERMINT FINE TEA CAPSULES  
A Soothing & Uplifting Infusion 
This pure Peppermint Infusion is a taste revolution that is both 
soothing & uplifting, with unparalleled freshness. A classic digestive, 
known for its revitalizing benefits. 
Quantity: 6 boxes of 10 capsules each = 60 capsule pack 
Item: 15883   UPC Code: 619743158833 
   
BLACKCURRANT FINE TEA CAPSULES 
Irresistible Fruit Explosion 
If you like fruit infusions, this takes them to a whole new level. 
Bursting with lively fruit flavors, this is an irresistible and velvety taste 
explosion. 
Quantity: 6 boxes of 10 capsules each = 60 capsule pack 
Item: 15884   UPC Code: 619743158840 
  
GREEN TEA FINE TEA CAPSULES 
Naturally Pure & Delicious 
Experience the deliciously smooth flavors and remarkable freshness of 
our pure Green Tea. High quality, young hand plucked leaves, single 
origin sourced from tea gardens in Kenya. 
Quantity: 6 boxes of 10 capsules each = 60 capsule pack 
Item: 15882   UPC Code: 619743158826 

Dualit 3 in 1 and Nespresso®* machine owners can finally enjoy a range of exceptional tea 
blends and infusions. Dualit’s taste-boosting breakthrough extracts an explosion of flavor in 
seconds. Delicious, fast, and unbeatably fresh varieties of best tea.  
*(Nespresso trademark is owned by Societe des Produits Nestlé S.A.) 


